
Good evening sir , I’m writing to you today in three capacities at the 
least  

1. A Resident of the United Kingdom  
2. A global citizen  
3. An activist for climate change participating in “ The Project Green 

challenge “  

I understand that we are dealing with a Global pandemic and the way 
our Government has handled and implemented its efforts leaves us 
proud as a nation amidst feelings of sadness, our country has provided 
hope .  

However , there is one pressing issue that I feel our Government can 
aim to prioritise alongside COVID-19 , as the two are inseparable 
when considering the fate of humanity.  

There are a number of stand alone policies in place supporting climate 
change in the UK however I urge you to consider amalgamating these 
into legislation more solidly and impact-fully. 

 Our efforts to unite and make change amidst a Global pandemic has 
proven our ability to do so when urged ,however in respect of 
Covid-19 it was at an expense we ought not to have incurred in order 
to wake up to the reality of our planets suffering , should we have 
acted sooner .  

I ask that some consideration be given to making it regulation for 
products to visibly display their compliance with environmental 
guidelines 
 (from the very start of the production plan, right to the delivery onto 
shelves etc )  

This could be a clearly indicated visual scale in colours ranging from 
orange being “ not very compliant “ to red being “ not at all compliant 



“ and green being “ very compliant “ , this would allow consumers to 
make informed decisions faster and more effectively as they now do 
with clearly displayed health implications on cigarette packets .  

A further step could be to add a environmental compliance tax on 
every product purchased , making it raise awareness on the buyers end  
( consumers tend to pay more attention to when prices are decreased 
or increased for specific reasons and would thus make informed 
choices accordingly )  

COVID-19 will pass ,optimistically and realistically speaking and it’s 
inevitable that the government must prioritise the economy and other 
facets of society that have suffered ,however when do we tend to the 
sufferings of our planet which is running into an environmental time 
deficit and has been long before COVID-19 , it’s just a matter of time 
before we heal humans and they no longer feel they owe it to the 
planet to make sure it heals , the only reason there has been a Grace 
period to the planets suffering  was because we had a direct threat on 
humanity that, the minute that is solved , it’s out of sight out of mind .  
I suggest we make it visible permanently , when buying milk , when 
purchasing bread when thinking about our daily essentials and 
responsibilities , we comply habitually  , we consider and respect our 
planet the way we do parking fines and cigarette guidelines .  

Yours sincerely  
Zahra kajee  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CF2eBvUp-O6ZEzzk0cFoMV-
fTKoXSZll8Defsg0/?igshid=o1k09cjk3sl0
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